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the way camille becomes “the red Princess,” a mythical nationalist, and
later communist, hero.
Indochine is an extremely useful source for teaching a critical history of imperialism/colonialism in southeast asia. showing both the
dark side of the colonial system, as well as the seductive pleasures enjoyed by the French elite, the film would be an excellent addition to
courses on the history of Việt nam, southeast asia, and colonialism.
Despite its strengths, the film should not stand alone. it needs a solid
historical introduction to contextualize the rather melodramatic narrative. when paired with critical readings on French rule in southeast
asia, such as tran bu binh’s Red Earth: A Vietnamese Memoir of Life
on a Colonial Rubber Plantation, students will be able to see the colonial period in southeast asia from multiple perspectives.6 n
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in Việt nam.
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hat happens when the german efficiency and discipline that
built the world’s most modern coking plant collides with the
frontier industriousness of china and its hunger for modern
industry? Losers and Winners vividly portrays such an encounter by
documenting the issues, perceptions, and emotions surrounding the
purchase of germany’s kaiserstuhl coking plant by a chinese company,
and the subsequent dismantling of the plant in preparation for its shipment and reassembly in china. by chronicling the eighteen-month dismantling process, the filmmakers expose the clash between the
perspectives and cultures of the german breakdown crew and the chinese managers and laborers who were sent to take the plant apart—
piece by piece. it is a close-up view of the two sides of globalization.
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the film captures the palpable tension between the germans,
literally watching their livelihoods being taken from them, and the chinese, practically giddy with thoughts of furthering china’s modernization. one german worker bitterly comments that kaiserstuhl is being
moved to china to advance coke production for china’s steel industry,
with additional plants to be built with kaiserstuhl as a model. he
laments that he knows what is happening, and that “we’d better watch
out.” his fear of the repercussions of the shifting patterns of labor in the
globalizing world is tangible.
on the other side, the chinese workers proudly see their work in
germany as a symbol of an ascendant china with a glorious future. one
of the chinese managers, looking at a poster of two mercedes benz cars,
captures the views of both sides when he explains that the old mercedes
is driving away from him and that the new one is driving toward him.
after this job is done, he’ll get the car of his choice and drive into the fu65
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Reviewed by John Sagers
&e’s Biography series provides a valuable source for analyzing
narrative and representation of asian subjects on american
commercial television. Focusing on programs about the
tibetan Dalai lama, north korean dictator kim Jong il, and Vietnamese revolutionary hồ chí minh, this essay will outline a method
for classroom analysis of historical stories and what these stories mean
for their target audiences.
historical accuracy is a concern when using any documentary in
class, and Biography programs often raise questions. For example,
if kim Jong il’s personal life is shrouded in secrecy, why indulge
in speculation? Does it matter if film footage illustrating hồ chí
minh’s travels show mistreatment of colonized africans and asians
that he may not have witnessed himself? how should we evaluate
statements of hollywood actors and tibet activists about the Dalai
lama’s
spiritual depth? it is important to raise these questions, and debunking
the programs could make interesting term paper assignments.
however, with limited class time and additional research, we can
set aside factual issues for the time being and analyze the historical narratives on their own terms. Biography programs usually follow a
similar structure of dramatic narrative.1 in the first few minutes, the
protagonist confronts a serious problem. Pausing five minutes into the
program, we can ask what kind of story we expect given the introductory remarks. “the fourteenth Dalai lama of tibet is a monk,
politician, diplomat, and nobel laureate. he is also the spiritual and
secular leader of a nation that only exists in exile. tibet, the lost kingdom, once known as shangri-la.” this suggests a tale of heroic struggle
to preserve a lost culture. hồ chí minh’s story is one of persistence
against all odds: “he was small even by Vietnamese standards. only
four feet eleven inches tall and barely 100 pounds, he appeared
frail. . . . Perhaps no leader in history has resisted the guns of the enemy
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ture. later in the film, he comments that he hopes the next factory that
he’s sent to dismantle is airbus, but by that time, he hopes that the germans are manufacturing spaceships and that the need for coking plants
has been left far behind. his view is rosy, with everyone benefiting from
the positive trajectory of globalization.
in addition to the differing impacts of globalization on the workers, the culture clash between the two groups is fascinating. the germans are incredulous at the speed and lack of environmental and safety
consciousness of the chinese workers. the chinese find the germans’
meticulous observance of regulations, especially safety regulations, and
the resultant german disapproval of chinese methods condescending.
but the chinese managers are confident that only successful results
count in the end. china, in their view, is the clear winner here.
Losers and Winners has much to offer students of china, germany,
globalization, sociology, and labor. For those who don’t want to immerse themselves in the dynamics of this sometimes dry film, the “culture clash,” “exemplary workers,” and “end of the era” sections capture
the main themes effectively. each can easily be used independently in
the classroom. n
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